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Abstract

This paper shows how to model thin layers and interfaces by asymptotic techniques.
Some behaviors are treated: visco-elasticity (Maxwell, Kelvin-Voigt, Norton), Mohr-
Coulomb non-associated elasto-plasticity, non-monotonerelationship in the strain-
stress diagram and contact conditions between the adhesiveand the adherents. Nu-
merical validations and algorithms are proposed and presented.

Keywords: Interface laws, asymptotic study, elasto-plasticity, non-monotone behav-
ior, finite elements.
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1 Introduction

Contact and interface mechanics intervenes more and more often in computational
structures. To have reliable tools to size more and more complex systems, it is in-
dispensable to take into account in a precise way the connections between the various
solids of the structure. This consideration can be very complex because of the strongly
non-linear character and possibly imperfect and very localized of these connections.
For examples, in the modelling of the processes of metal forming, consideration of the
friction is necessary because it pilots the whole process; the modelling of the mortar
in the case of masonry structures is necessary to estimate ina precise way the mechan-
ical characteristics of the structures, their risks of ruinand collapse,: : :
The purpose of this lecture is to show how it is possible to obtain families of inter-
face laws from the mechanical behaviour of thin layers. The consideration of bonded
joints in real structures can lead from a numerical point of view to problems of too
large sizes, especially if these joints have a non-linear behaviour [1]. From a general
way, one is going to consider joints of weak thickness and weak rigidity with regard
to those of the substrata. One has then to deal with problems taking into account at
least two small parameters (the thickness, the rigidity). An asymptotic study (a micro-
macro passage), completed by numerical calculations, leads to so-called ”asymptotic
contact laws” who allow describing the (macroscopic) mechanical behaviour of the
interfaces (see references in [1]).

We consider in this lecture various kinds of non-linear behaviour for the thin layers:� visco-elasticity (Maxwell, Kervin-Voigt or Norton type):one explicits the re-
sults expressed in [2];� contact conditions of Coulomb and Signorini type between the adhesive and the
adherents [3];� non-associated elasto-plastic (Mohr-Coulomb type);� non-monotone relationship in the strain-stress diagram.

One can show in the first and third cases, that the interface laws obtained are of Tresca
or Coulomb kind. The second case permits to show how it is possible to add various
behaviour laws. The last case can model instabilities on thecontact boundary.

2 The mechanical problem

The aim of this section is to present the mechanical problem and to give the notations
used in the paper. We consider a body occupying an open bounded set
 of R3,
with smooth boundary�
, the three dimensional space is referred to the orthonormal
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Figure 1: Geometry of the problem

frame(O; x1; x2; x3). This body is supposed to have a non-empty intersectionS with
the planefx3 = 0g. Let " > 0, a parameter intended to tend to zero, we denoteB" = fx = (x1; x2; x3) 2 
 suh that jx3j < "2g;
" = fx = (x1; x2; x3) 2 
 suh that jx3j > "2g;
"� = fx = (x1; x2; x3) 2 
 suh that � x3 > "2g;S"� = fx = (x1; x2; x3) 2 
 suh that � x3 = "2g;
� = fx = (x1; x2; x3) 2 
 suh that � x3 > 0g;S = fx = (x1; x2; x3) 2 
 suh that x3 = 0g;
0 = 
+ [ 
�: (1)

In the following, we suppose thatB" is the domain occupied by the joint and
" by
the deformable bodies (see fig. 1),
0 being the geometrical limit of
". S" is the
interface between the adhesive and the adherents, andS is the surface to which the
adhesive tends geometrically. On the structure is applied abody force density' and
a surface force densityg on �1 a part of the boundary,n denotes the external unit
normal vector to
. The part�0 of the boundary is supposed to be embedded. The
two bodies are supposed to be elastic and the joint will be considered successively
as elastic, visco-elastic, elasto-plastic and pseudo-elastic. We denote by�" the stress
tensor andu" the displacement field. Under the small perturbations hypothesis, the
strain tensor is written eij(u") = 12(�u"i�xj + �u"j�xi ): (2)

In the following, interface laws will be introduced betweenthe bodies and the joint.
We denote byaijkl the elasticity parameters of the adherents. Thus, we have tosolve
the following problem

(P")8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
Find (u"; �") suh that :�"ij;j = �'i in 
�"ij = aijkhekh(u") in 
"+ behaviour laws in B"u" = 0 on �0�"n = g on �1+ interfae laws on S"�
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If  is a function, we define by (x+0 ) (resp. (x�0 )) the limit of  (x) whenx tends
to x0, x � x0 (resp. x � x0). In order to define the interface laws between bodies
and the joint, that is perfect adhesion, Signorini’s law andCoulomb’s law, we have to
introduce some notations. We define the local frame (n�; t�) wheren� is the external
normal vector to
"�. In the same way, we define (n; t), wheren is external normal to
+. In these local basis, a vectorv is decomposed asv(x1;� "2) = vN (x1;� "2)n� + vT (x1;� "2);v(x1; 0�) = vNn+ vT : (3)

In the same way, the stress tensor�n onS" or onS is decomposed as�(x1;� "2)n = �Nn� + �T ;�(x1; 0�)n = �Nn+ �T : (4)

We define the relative displacements

[vN ]� = vN(x1;� "+2 ) + vN(x1;� "�2 );
[vT ]� = vT (x1;� "+2 ) + vT (x1;� "�2 );
[vN ] = vN(x1; 0+) + vN(x1; 0�);
[vT ] = vT (x1; 0+) + vT (x1; 0�): (5)

In sections 4, 6 and 7, a perfect adhesion is supposed at the interface between the thin
layer and the substrata

[u"]� = 0 on S"�: (6)

In section 5, we consider that there is contact with dry friction conditions between the
bodies and the thin layer. The Signorini’s law of unilateralcontact and the Coulomb’s
law of dry friction are written in the case of monotone quasi-static loadings�"N � 0 on S"�;

[u"N ]� � 0 on S"�;�"N [u"N ]� = 0 on S"�;j�"T j � f j�"N j on S"�;If j�"T j < f j�"N j then [u"T ]� = 0;If j�"T j < f j�"N j then [u"T ]� = ���T with � � 0; (7)

wheref is the friction coefficient.

3 Mathematical background

The idea of matched asymptotic expansions [4] (other techniques are given in [2, 5,
6, 7]) is to find two expansions of the displacementu" and to the stress�" in powers
of ", that is, an external one in the bodies and an internal in the joint, and to connect
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these two expansions in order to obtain the same limit. In thefollowing, we have con-
sidered a problem in dimension 2 in order to simplify the computations. The external
expansion is a classical expansion in powers of"u"(x1; x2) = u0(x1; x2) + "u1(x1; x2) + :::;�"ij(x1; x2) = �0ij(x1; x2) + "�1ij(x1; x2) + :::;eij(u")(x1; x2) = e0ij + "e1ij + :::;elij = 12( �uli�xj + �ulj�xi ): (8)

In the internal expansion, we proceed to a blow-up of the second variable. Lety2 = x2" .
The internal expansion givesu"(x1; x2) = v0(x1; y2) + "v1(x1; y2) + :::;�"ij(x1; y2) = "�1��1ij (x1; y2) + � 0ij(x1; y2) + "� 1ij(x1; y2) + :::;eij(u")(x1; y2) = "�1e�1ij + e0ij + "e1ij + :::;el11 = �vl1�x1 ; el22 = �vl+12�y2 ; el12 = 12( �vl2�x1 + �vl+11�y2 ):

(9)

The third step of the method consists in the connection of thetwo expansions. In
particular, we observe that when" tends to zero,x2 tends to0� andy2 tends to�1.
The connection of the two expansions givesv0(x1;�1) = u0(x1; 0�);��1(x1;�1) = 0; � 0(x1;�1) = �0(x1; 0�): (10)

The equilibrium equation at order�2 gives���1i2�y2 = 0: (11)

Thus,��1i2 does not depends ony2. Due to the limit of��1i2 in �1, that is zero, we
have ��1i2 = 0: (12)

The equilibrium equation at order�1 gives��0i2�y2 = 0: (13)

Thus, � 0i2 = �0i2(x1; 0�): (14)

4 Visco-elasticity

4.1 Kelvin-Voigt visco-elasticity

We consider that the thin layer is visco-elastic and obeys tothe Kelvin-Voigt’s law
of linear visco-elasticity. We consider a perfect adhesionbetween the bodies and the
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glue. The deformation tensor is splitted in two parts: an elastic part and an non-elastic
one. The symbol(_) characterizes the time derivative. The behaviour law in thethin
layer is given by �"ij = �(ekk + �� _ekk)Æij + 2�(eij + �� _eij); (15)

where� and� are the Lamé’s coefficients.�� and�� are two characteristic times.
The asymptotic expansion gives:"�1��1ij + � 0ij + "1� 1ij + : : : = �("�1(e�1kk + �� _e�1kk ) + e0kk + �� _e0kk+ "(e1kk + �� _e1kk) + : : : )Æij+ 2�("�1(e�1ij + �� _e�1ij ) + e0ij + �� _e0ij+ "(e1ij + �� _e1ij) + : : : ): (16)

In the internal expansion, we observe that the important quantities are the ratio be-
tween the Lamé’s coefficients (resp. the characteristic times) and the thickness of the
thin layer. In order to simplify, we suppose that the two ratios associated to the Lamé’s
coefficients have a finite limit not equal to zero and that the ratios associated to the
characteristic times have infinite limits. The other cases can be deduced easily by the
techniques presented in the following. We denote by�; � the limits associated to the
Lamé’s coefficients. We obtain��1ij = 0; � 0ij = �(e�1kk + �� _e�1kk )Æij + 2�(e�1ij + �� _e�1ij ): (17)

Thus, by integration in the interval[�1=2; 1=2℄ and using Equations (9), (10) and (14),
we obtain�012 = �[u01℄ + ���[ _u01℄; �022 = (�+ 2�)[u02℄ + (��� + 2���)[ _u02℄: (18)

To summarize, the interface law is given by�n = KL[u℄ +K�[ _u℄: (19)

The diagonal matricesKL andK� are deduced easily from (18). We observe that this
interface law is valid for all the cases of coefficients variations. Particularly, if the
limits of the ratios are infinite, the jumps in the former formulas are equal to zero
(perfect adhesion). Conversely, if the coefficients are equal to zero, the stress tensor is
equal to zero (perfect sliding).

4.2 Maxwell visco-elasticity

The thin layer is supposed to obey to the Maxwell’s law of visco-elasticity. We con-
sider a perfect adhesion between the bodies and the glue. Thebehaviour law in the
thin layer is given bye(u") = 1+�E ( _�"ij + �"ijt1 )� �E ( _�"kk + �"kkt2 )Æij (20)
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E is the Young’s modulus and� is the Poisson’s ratio.t1 andt2 are two characteristic
times. We use the same techniques that in the previous section. We assume thatt1 =t2. The important value in the expansion is the ratio between the Young’s modulus
and the thickness of the thin layer. We denoteE the limit of this ratio. We obtain[u01℄ = 1+�E ( _�012 + �012=t1); [u02℄ = �1��E� ( _�022 + �022=t1) (21)

The interface law is written [u℄ = KY _�n+Kt�n: (22)

The matricesKY andKt are deduced easily from Equation (21).

4.3 Norton visco-elasticity

The thin layer obeys to the non-linear Norton’s law of visco-elasticity. We consider a
perfect adhesion between the bodies and the glue. The behaviour law in the thin layer
is given by �"ij = �ekkÆij + 2�eij + �j _ejp�2 _eij (23)

where� and� are the Lamé’s coefficients and� is the viscosity coefficient.p is a
scalar parameter. We use the same techniques that in previous sections. The charac-
teristic coefficients in the expansions are the ratios between the Lamé’s coefficients
and the thickness of the thin layer and the ratio between the viscosity coefficient and
the thickness at the powerp � 1. We denote�, � and� the limits of these ratios. We
obtain �012 = �[u01℄ + �=2 12R� 12 j _ejp�2 � _v01�y2 dy2;�022 = (�+ 2�)[u02℄ + � 12R� 12 j _ejp�2 � _v02�y2dy2: (24)

We have to solve two differential equations. The stresses�012 and�022 depend only onx1, thus� _v01�y2 and� _v02�y2 do not depend ony2. The displacements_v01 and _v02 depend linearly
ony2. We deduce by integration�012 = �[u01℄ + �=2j[ _u℄
s njp�2[ _u01℄;�022 = (�+ 2�)[u02℄ + �j[ _u℄
s njp�2[ _u02℄; (25)

where the symbol
s denotes the symmetric tensorial product. To summarize the
interface law is written�n = KL[u℄ +K�j[ _u℄
s njp�2[ _u℄: (26)

The matricesKL andK� are deduced easily from Equation (26).
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4.4 Incompressibility

We consider a perfect adhesion between the bodies and the glue. The incompressibil-
ity condition is written in the quasi-static casedivu = 0: (27)

The former equation becomes"�1 �u2�y2 + �u1�x1 + : : : = 0: (28)

Thus, �u2�y2 = 0; (29)

and [u2℄ = 0: (30)

We obtain the law of bilateral contact[uN ℄ = 0: (31)

5 Frictional contact at the interface thin layer-substrata

5.1 Mathematical results

In this section, we consider that the contact obeys to the laws of Signorini and Coulomb.
The thin layer is supposed to be elastic. We examine only the case� = 0 and0 < � < 1. The other cases can be deduced by the same arguments. In thiscase� 011 = 0; � 012 = ��v01�y2 ; � 022 = 2��v02�y2 . Thus, by integration and due to the continuity
conditions, we have�012(x1; 0) = �(v01(x1; 12�)� v01(x1;�12+));�022(x1; 0) = 2�(v02(x1; 12�)� v02(x1;�12+)): (32)

First, we examine the normal components. The contact law on surfacesS"� givesv02(x1; 12+)� v02(x1; 12�) � 0;v02(x1;�12�)� v02(x1;�12+) � 0: (33)

If �022(x1; 0) = 0 (�0N = 0) then Equations (32) and (33) give

[u0N ] � 0: (34)

If �022(x1; 0) < 0 (�0N < 0) then the contact law and (32) give�022(x1; 0) = 2�(v02(x1; 12+)� v02(x1;�12�)): (35)
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Figure 2: A dovetail assembly

Then, we examine the tangential components. Ifj�012j < f j�022j (j�0T j < f j�0N j) then
the friction law and (32) give�012(x1; 0) = �(v01(x1; 12+)� v01(x1;�12�)): (36)

If j�012j = f j�022j (j�0T j = f j�0N j) then the friction law and (32) givev01(x1; 12+)� v01(x1; 12�) = �1�012(x1; 0);v01(x1;�12�)� v01(x1;�12+) = �2�012(x1; 0);v01(x1; 12+)� v01(x1;�12�) = ( 1� + �1 + �2)�012(x1; 0);
[u0T ] = �( 1� + �)�0T (x1; 0): (37)

To summarize, we obtain the following compliance contact law�0N = �2�[u0N ℄+;j�0T j � f j�0N j;If j�0T j < f j�0N j then �0T = ��[u0T ];If j�0T j = f j�0N j then [u0T ℄ = ���0T ; � � 0: (38)

5.2 Numerical validations

In this part, we proceed as in former papers [1]. The example of a dovetail assembly
is treated (figure 2). The idea of the numerical study is to verify that the numerical
results are coherent with the theory (validation) and to determine the thickness of the
layer for which the limit interface law could be considered as valid (quantization).
Thus, we solve numerically the initial problem with a thin layer having decreasing
values of the thickness and stiffness.
The coefficients", � and� are chosen smaller and smaller. After that, numerical
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Figure 3: Tangential rate (stress-displacement) for a decreasing thickness

results are compared with theoretical results. In order to simplify the computations,
we suppose that Lamé’s coefficients of the joint are given by� = "�;  � 0 and� = "Æ�; 0 � Æ < 2. We solve the problem with decreasing values of", " will be
equal to1:10�2; 5:10�3; 1:10�3; 5:10�4; 1:10�4: In order to study the results, we
compute the displacement fields (uN ,uT ) and the stress vector (�N , �T ) on S�" for
the initial problem (resp. onS for the limit problem) for the nine couples(�; �).
After that, we compare theoretical curves and numerical curves for stick or sliding
nodes. We obtain the same kind of results. The limit law can considered as valid for a
thickness of the thin layer smaller than10�3 mm.

5.3 Numerical algorithm

The previous contact problem is writtenFind � fixed point of the application� �!f j�N(u(�))j, whereu = u(�) is solution of� Find u 2 V suh that :J(u) � J(v); 8v 2 V;
with J(v) = 12A(v; v)� L(v) + RS �(vN) ds+ RS  (vT ) ds:, � is given by�(vN) = � 0 if vN < 0;KN2 (vN )2 if vN � 0: is given by  (vT ) = 8><>: ��vT � �22KT if vT < ��KT ;12KT :(vT )2 if jvT j � �KT ;�vT � �22KT if vT > �KT :
The Problem is discretized by a finite element method formulated in displacements.
Usually, we useP1 finite elements (triangles with three nodes and six degrees of
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freedom) orQ1 (quadrangles with four nodes and eight degrees of freedom).We have
to minimize a functional still notedJ in R2NP . We denote: NP the total number
of nodes, NC the number of contact nodes,IN the indices of normal components
of contact nodes,IT the indices of tangential components of contact nodes,A the
stiffness matrix with coefficientaij andB the stiffness matrix to the surface terms
with coefficientbij. The relaxation method consists in finding the solution of problem
2 solving a sequence of minimization problems inR2NP( Find un+ 12i suh that 8v 2 R2NPJ(un+11 ; : : : ; un+1i�1 ; un+ 12i ; uni+1; : : : ; un2NP ) � J(un+11 ; : : : ; un+1i�1 ; v; uni+1; : : : ; un2NP )
We denote by! the relaxation coefficient. In the first time, we are interested by the
normal components.� i 2 IN
The algorithm is written8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

un+ 12i = 1dn+ 12ii ('i � i�1Xj=1 dn+1ij un+1j � 2NPXj=i+1 dnijunj )withdnij = 8<: aij + (unj )bij if j 2 INaij + �(unj )bij if j 2 ITaij otherwise(u) = � 0 if u � 01 if u > 0and �(u) = � 0 if juj > �KT1 if juj � �KTun+1i = (1� !)uni + !un+ 12i
For tangential components, we have� i 2 IT
First, the fixed point problem is considered�l+1i = f j�N(u(�li))j and we write8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:

un+ 12i = 1dn+ 12ii ('i � i�1Xj=1 dn+1ij un+1j � 2NPXj=i+1 dnijunj � �(un+ 12i ):�li)with�(u) = 8<: �1 if u < ��KT1 if u > �KT0 if juj � �KTun+1i = (1� !)uni + !un+ 12i
5.4 An academic test

In this paragraph the algorithm is tested and validated. We have chosen a benchmark
studied by the group ”Validation of computer codes” of French Research Groupment
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Figure 5: Tangential contact force for various coefficientKN = �+ 2�,KT = �
”Large Deformations and Damage” ([9], figure 4). We work in plane strains and we
consider a long bar with square section with Young’s modulusE = 130 Gpa and
Poisson’s ratio� = 0:2. The contact zone (interface law) corresponds to the partAD
with a friction coefficient equal tof = 1. u1 = 0 onDE andu1 = u2 = 0 at pointD.
We impose a loadingF1 = 10 daN=mm2 onAG andF2 = �5 daN=mm2 onGE.
In the finite element method, the contact zone is discretizedby 32 nodes. For different
values of� and� the variations of contact status are studied (figure 5). We compare
the results with [9] (Signorini-Coulomb laws). We observe that for� = 4:510+8 and� = 5:410+8, we find the same results that in [9]. These coefficients correspond to the
limit case (Signorini-Coulomb). The decreasing of� corresponds to the increasing
of the stick zone (13, 15 and 32 nodes). Nevertheless, the coefficients have a strong
influence on the tangential displacements. A low value of thecoefficientKT implies
an increasing of the tangential displacement. The nodes aresliding without reaching
the value of the Coulomb’s sliding limit.
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6 Mohr-Coulomb elasto-plasticity

6.1 Mathematical results

We consider a perfect adhesion between the bodies and the glue. The deformation
is decomposed in an elastic part and in a plastic one. The thinlayer obeys to the
Mohr-Coulomb’s law of elasto-plasticity, that ise(u") = ee + ep;j�tj � C � tan
j�nj;�"ij = �ekkÆij + 2�eij;_ep = kn
s t; (39)

where
 is the friction angle,C is the cohesion strength,�n and�t are respectively
the normal and the tangential stresses; we denote byn andt the normal and tangential
directions of the face corresponding to the plastic yield,k is a non-negative parameter
which is equal to zero in the elastic zone. We proceed as in theformer sections. We
consider the same case than in section 3. The internal expansion gives� 012 = �(�u1�y2 � ep12); � 022 = (�+ 2�)(�u2�y2 � ep22): (40)

Before the beginning of the plastification, we find the elasto-static case.�n = KL[u℄: (41)

When the plastic yield is reached, we obtain� 012 = �([u01℄� [up1℄); � 022 = (�+ 2�)([u02℄� [up2℄): (42)

The plastic flow is given by [ _up℄ = kt; (43)

with [ _upi ℄ = 1=2R�1=2 _e�1;pi2 dy2. The limit problem is quite different in this non-linear case.

The plastic yield and the plastic flow depend on a local problem because they do not
depend on the stress vector but on the total stress tensor. Inorder to determine the limit
and the direction of sliding, we have to solve the following elasto-plastic problem inS � [�1=2; 1=2℄ ��0i2�y2 = 0;e�1 = ee + ep;j� 0t j � C � tan
j� 0nj;� 0ij = �e�1kk Æij + 2�e�1ij ;_ep = kn
s t: (44)

Due to the fact that the solution does not depend on the thickness, we have to solve
only a ”one-dimensional problem”.
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Remarks a) If the direction of flow is equal tox2, we find the Coulomb’s friction
law; b) In order to suppress the local problem, the unknown direction can be approx-
imated by the tangential directionx2; c) If the Mohr-Coulomb’s law is replaced by a
simplified law, that is the direction is given, the local problem is easier to solve.

6.2 Numerical validations

The example presented in section 5.4 is treated with an elasto-plastic thin layer. The
results are shown in figure 6. We observe that the theoreticallaw is verified with a
good agreement. The ratio thickness of the thin layer - dimension of the body is equal
to 1=100:
7 Some remarks on non-monotone behavior

7.1 Mathematical results and limitations

We consider a perfect adhesion between the bodies and the glue. The behaviour of the
material is non-monotone, that is�ij = �ekkÆij + 2�eij + �(T )�ij; if �(T )�ijeij � �C(T )�ij = �ekkÆij + 2�eij; if j�(T )�ijeijj � C(T )�ij = �ekkÆij + 2�eij � �(T )�ij; if �(T )�ijeij � C(T ); (45)

whereT is the temperature,C(T ) and�(T ) are n the non-negative parameters of the
law, and� is a given orientation tensor. Using the same techniques andthe same
notations than in the previous sections, the internal expansion, in the case�(T )�ijeij � C(T ) (46)
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leads to � 012 = ��u01�y2 � ��12; � 022 = (�+ �)�u02�y2 � ��22; (47)

where� is the limit of the ratio between the coefficient�(T ) and the thickness at the
power� < 1. In the following,C will denote the ratio betweenC(T ) and the same
power of the thickness. By integration, we obtain�012 = �[u01℄� ��12; �022 = (�+ �)[u01℄� ��22: (48)

Thus, we obtain an interface law written

If ��i2[ui℄ � C then �n = KL[u℄� ��:2: (49)

7.2 A 1D example

The previous computations are not totally true because the problem does not have an
unique solution. In fact, in the asymptotic expansion a particular solution is chosen. In
this paragraph we treat the example of a bar of lengthl occupying the interval℄0; l[. In
the interval℄0; "l[, the material has a behavior as in the previous section with arigidityk0; in the interval℄"l; l[, the material is elastic with a rigidityK. We suppose that a
given displacementÆ > 0 is applied at the extremityx = l. The bar is embedded at
the extremityx = 0. The adhesion is perfect forx = "l. In this case, it is possible to
show (after long computations !) that a global minimizer of the energy verifiesua(x) = Ek0x if 0 � x � "S;ua(x) = E+�k0 (x� "S) if "S � x � "l;ub(x) = EK (x� l) + Æ if "l � x � l;"S = "l(1 + E� � Ek0�K l � k0� Æ);E = k0"l KK" if 0 � Æ � Æ0;E = Em = k0 C� � �2 ) if Æ0 � Æ � Æ1;E = k0"l ( KK" + �lK" ) if Æ > Æ1;Æ0 = �mlK�1" ; Æ1 = Æ0 + l" �K ; K�1" = (1�"K + "k0 ); (50)

ua (resp.ub) is the displacement field in the interval℄0; "l[ (resp.℄"l; l[). Thus, using
the usual notations, the asymptotic law is given by�n = k0[u℄; if 0 � Æ � Æ00 ;�n = lK (Æ � [u℄) if Æ00 � Æ � Æ11 ;�n = k0[u℄� �; if Æ > Æ01;Æ00 = �mlK�1; Æ01 = Æ00 + l �k0 ; K�1 = ( 1K + 1k0 ): (51)

We observe that this law is quite different that the law obtained in subsection 7.1.
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8 Conclusion: Rheological interpretation

If one observes the mechanical model obtained in section 5, one can give a rheological
interpretation to this model. The normal part of the model (contact law) can be inter-
preted as the sequence between a spring and a stop. At the limit the behavior of the
thin layer is conserved, a spring corresponds to the elastic part of the model, and the
stop corresponds to the non-linear part of the model. In fact, the sequence elasticity-
unilateral contact becomes at the limit the sequence spring-stop. This result is quite
general. As an example, a thin layer made by two thin layers with different stiffnesses
becomes a sequence of two springs with different rigidities. In the same way, the tan-
gential part of the model can be seen as a sequence between a spring corresponding
to the elasticity of the thin layer and a skidding block corresponding to the friction on
the surface between the adherents and the adhesive.
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